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DISABILITY LAW NEWS
SSA Updates COVID-19 Related Practices
Social Security Administration (SSA)
operations have expanded since the
beginning of the pandemic but there
are still almost no in-person services.
On August 31, 2020, SSA resumed
almost all of the workloads that had
been suspended during COVID-19.
This included the processing of any
adverse actions, and work on any continuing disability reviews (CDRs), age
-18 redeterminations, and nondisability hearings and decisions.
Here are the key developments since
our last update in July 2020.
Limited Video Hearings Available
With the return of in-person hearings
nowhere in sight, the number of claimants and representatives agreeing to
telephone hearings is increasing since
the beginning of the pandemic. As you
decide whether to accept a phone hearing in a particular case, you may find
it helpful to refer to the memo Considerations for Telephone Hearings During the COVID-19 Pandemic, saved in
the DAP-COVID Google Drive.
As an alternative, SSA announced on
September 3, 2020, that it will begin
offering video hearings on a new
online platform, Microsoft Teams.
The technology allows the administrative law judge (ALJ), representative,
and claimant to all participate remotely. Teams can be used by clients on a
computer, tablet, or mobile device by
downloading the app. Access to email
is also required.

Hearings via Microsoft Teams can be
requested but will initially be offered
only by the Hearing Office Chief
ALJs, Regional Chief ALJs, and at the
National Hearing Centers with a focus
on aged and dire needs cases. As of
now there are only 70 scheduled
through March 2021 nationwide.
Both phone and video hearings will
remain optional and opt-out forms are
being sent to both claimants and representatives. SSA is retrofitting its hearings offices to comply with COVID19 safety measures but there is still no
known date for when in-person hearings will resume. Hearing offices are
expected to reopen to the public at different times depending on location.

SSA has not indicated when video
hearings can be held using Representative Video Project technology.
Dismissals
In recognition that the COVID 19 pandemic may create situations that
would constitute good cause for missing deadlines to file hearing requests,
SSA announced on August 31, 2020
that it would mail notices requesting a
“good cause” explanation for late filings. A Notice to Show Cause was
otherwise not required under 20
C.F.R. §§ 404.957 & 416.1457. SSA
also temporarily expanded its quality
reviews of hearing dispositions.
(Continued on page 2)
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SSA Resumes Workloads - Continued
(Continued from page 1)

Local Office In-person Appointments

Statutory Benefits Continuation

SSA is now offering in-person appointments at its
local offices for dire need situations. The agency has
stated that dire need includes: if you are without food
or shelter, including utilities or are without medical
care or coverage and need to apply for or reinstate
benefit; or currently receive benefits and have an urgent need for payment to meet expenses for food,
shelter, or medical treatment, and you cannot receive
the payment electronically.

On September 10, 2020, SSA issued an Emergency
Message with instructions for finding good cause for
late requests for statutory benefits continuation
(SBC). EM-20040, "Statutory Benefit Continuation
(SBC) Requests during the COVID-19 National Public Health Emergency- Title II and Title XVI” addresses the procedure for finding good cause if an
individual appealing a CDR termination decision requests continuation of benefits after the 15-day initial
period normally provided. Good cause for an untimely request for SBC can be found even if the deadline
for filing the appeal has also been missed. Such individuals are entitled to a good cause exception for
missing that deadline. This EM cites SSA’s policy of
providing maximum flexibility in finding good cause
and provides a non-exhaustive list of circumstances
that are sufficient during the pandemic, such as mail
disruption, transportation disruption, or stay-at-home
orders.
Resources

SSA is also prioritizing new card services for individuals age 12 or older applying for their first SSN card
or those who need to update or correct SSN information to obtain income, resources, or other services
or benefits.
In-person visitors must complete a self-assessment
and wear a face covering. If a visitor does not have a
mask one will be provided.
Streamlined Waiver Process
As explained in more detail on page 4 of this newsletter, SSA issued an interim final rule on August 27,
2020, regarding waiver of certain overpayment debts
that SSA identifies as having been incurred between
March 1 to September 30, 2020, and resulting directly
from a suspension of workloads during COVID-19.
SSA will assume the recipient is not at fault and that
it would be against equity and good conscience to
collect the overpayment.

The DAP COVID-19 shared Google Drive continues
to be available for you to consult for the latest weekly
summaries and updates.
Subscribing to SSA’s Coronavirus website will also
enable you to get up-to-date notifications of changes.

Stimulus Deadline Extended Until Nov. 21
The IRS again extended the deadline for “non-filers” to apply for an Economic Impact Payment (“EIC”), also
known as a CARES Act stimulus payment. There is now a deadline of November 21, 2020, for people who did
not file taxes in 2018 or 2019 and who were not included in the automatic payments processed for recipients of
disability, retirement, and veterans’ benefits to request an EIC through the IRS portal for non-filers. The deadline was previously October 15, 2020. The September 30th deadline for individuals to request $500 payments
for qualifying dependents has also been extended to November 21, 2020. Beyond these deadlines, the next opportunity to request payments is by filing a 2020 tax return next year.
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What About Those Paper Files?
As discussed above, the Office of Hearing Operations
(OHO) is ramping up options for holding hearings in
disability claims. But hearings on non-disability
claims have languished. For reasons difficult to fathom, files in non-disability claims are relegated to paper. OHO staff have allegedly not been able to access
those paper files while working remotely.
But what about those Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) non-disability claims that must be resolved
within ninety days of a hearing request, per 20 C.F.R.
§ 416.1543(c)? During the pandemic, the Social Security Administration (SSA) was resistant to finding
solutions for transferring these files to electronic formats and scheduling hearings. But at least in New
York, SSA has apparently finally begun to train OHO
staff on a system that will allow exhibited nondisability claims to be loaded into electronic folders.
Claimants and/or their representatives can ask for the
file to be sent as a PDF attached to an encrypted
email. Some OHOs have begun scheduling hearings
in these cases. There may be several hundred cases in
the backlog.
But what about claimants whose benefits have been
suspended while awaiting their hearings? Remember
that beneficiaries are only able to receive continued
benefits (so-called “Goldberg Kelly” benefits)
through the reconsideration level of appeal - if timely
requested within ten days. See https://secure.ssa.gov/
poms.nsf/lnx/0502301300. But beneficiaries in New
York have added protections under a settlement
reached years ago and recently updated in the classaction Sharpe litigation.
On June 13, 2019, SSA issued Emergency Message

EM-19013, Sharpe Court Order – Relief, addressing
the relief ordered decades ago in the Sharpe v. Sullivan litigation. EM-19013 has a retention date of October 30, 2020. In July 1980, the district court
in Sharpe issued an order providing relief to SSI
claimants in New York State appealing a nondisability issue at the ALJ level. The relief includes
suspended collection of the overpayment, return of
any recovered overpayments (past the 90-day mark),
and payment of interim benefits when the courtordered processing time deadline of 90 days is not
met. The relief set forth in the Sharpe court order
was originally outlined in HALLEX I-5-4-48, issued
by SSA on May 26, 1995.
SSI claimants with ALJ level appeals pending for
more than 90 days from the date of the hearing request may claim relief under Sharpe or they may opt
out of receiving Sharpe benefits. The recent emergency message instructs SSA staff in general handling of these cases. There are some exceptions for
beneficiaries currently receiving public assistance.
It is important to note that if the claimant loses at
hearing, Sharpe benefits are liable for recovery as an
overpayment, though the claimant can file a waiver to
ask for the overpayment to be waived.
Questions about the issue can be addressed to class
counsel Michelle Spadafore at NYLAG. Michelle
can be reached at 212-613-5024
or mspadafore@nylag.org.
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SSA “Streamlines” Select COVID-19 Overpayment Waivers
An interim final rule published by the Social Security
Administration (SSA) on August 27, 2020, 85 Fed.
Reg. 52909, established a new “streamlined” procedure for the waiver of select overpayments that accrued between March 1, 2020, through September 30,
2020. SSA says it is identifying certain overpayments that accrued as a direct result of the workloads
the agency had suspended due to COVID-19 from
March through August 31, 2020. The affected beneficiary must affirmatively request the waiver.

While this was intended as relief for COVID-related
overpayments, this process will be available only for
those resulting from workload suspensions. Excluded
from the new process are many other overpayments
caused by the pandemic, such as any resulting from
any difficulties or the inability to visit a local office
or report information. The usual waiver process remains available for overpayments that SSA has not
identified as eligible for the new streamlined procedure.

With the streamlined process, SSA is concluding that
the beneficiary is without fault, and that collection
would be against equity and good conscience. It will
include language in its overpayment notices informing all overpayment recipients that they may be entitled to a waiver simply by calling their local office
and requesting one. The notice will include a phone
number for the local office for the individual to call
and request the waiver. SSA states it will identify
eligible overpayments by December 30, 2020.

As an interim final rule, the change went into effect
the same day without the usual notice-and-comment
period. However, comments were accepted through
October 26, 2020. Comments, including those from
DAP providers, urged SSA to make the waiver automatic and to expand its application to other COVID19-related overpayments, such as those related to a
person’s inability to reach the local office to inform
SSA of a change that might have changed the benefit
amount.

SSA Pays 1.3 Percent COLA for 2021
Monthly Social Security and Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) benefits will increase 1.3 percent in
2021, compared with last year’s 1.6 percent and the
2019 2.8 percent cost of living adjustment (COLA).

The quarter of coverage amount has increased to
$1,470. The maximum taxable earnings for OASDI
(old-age, survivors and disability insurance) purposes
will increase to $142,800/year in 2021.

The monthly SSI federal benefit rate for an individual
will go up only $11, from $783 to $794; the monthly
rate for a couple goes up $16 to $1,191. The New
York State supplement will continue at $87 for individuals and $104 for couples living alone; the living
with others supplements remain at $23 and $46, respectively. We will post the 2021 New York State
SSI benefit chart when it becomes available.

Each year, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) set the following year’s Part B premium.
Specific information about 2020 Medicare changes
will be available at www.medicare.gov.

With this COLA, SSA benchmarks will also see some
increases. Substantial Gainful Activity (SGA) threshold for non-blind workers has increased from $1,260
to $1,310 per month. The SGA level for blind workers went to $2,190. The Trial Work Period (TWP)
threshold increased to $940 per month (from $910).

These changes will go into effect in January 2021.
See SSA’s Fact Sheet on 2021 Social Security
Changes.
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Save the Dates!
DAP advocates were looking forward to meeting in person at the Partnership Conference in September. But like so many things in this time of COVID, the conference
was cancelled. The DAP panels planned for the conference, however, will go forward.
The DAP “Alt-Partnership” Conference will take place virtually on three successive
Tuesdays in January 2021: January 12, 19, and 26. The sessions will be held from 10
- 11:30 a.m., each offering 1.5 hours of CLE credit. Details to follow.

SSA Warns Recipients of Impending Age-18 Reviews
On October 19th, the Social Security Administration
(SSA) mailed notices to more than 340,000 Supplemental Security Income (SSI) recipients between the
ages of 14 and17 (transition-aged youth) and their
adult representatives to help them identify policies
and other resources to assist youth in their transition
to adulthood – and to warn them their disability
claims would soon be reviewed under the adult
standards for disability. These mailings included the
informational publication, What You Need To Know
About Your Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
When You Turn 18 (Publication No. 05-11005).
This publication provides information about SSI
work incentives primarily affecting youth, as well as
information about common programs, services, and

supports, including: Student Earned Income Exclusion;

•
•
•
•

SSI Continued Payments (Section 301);
Vocational Rehabilitation Programs;
Department of Education’s Parent Centers;
and
Medicaid -- including the importance of
keeping health insurance and having a primary care provider.

The publication is available in both English and
Spanish versions.

SSA Adds Five New Compassionate Allowance Conditions
The Social Security Administration (SSA) has added five new conditions to the list of compassionate allowances
(CAL) conditions, bringing the total number of CAL conditions to 242. The five new CAL conditions are:
•
•
•
•
•

Desmoplastic Small Round Cell Tumors (POMS DI 23022.146);
GM1 Gangliosidosis - Infantile and Juvenile Forms (POMS DI 23022.186);
Nicolaides-Baraister Syndrome (POMS DI 23022.236);
Rubinstein-Tybai Syndrome (POMS DI 23022.287); and
Secondary Adenocarcinoma of the Brain (POMS DI 23022.298).

The complete list of CAL conditions is available at POMS DI 23022.080 and at https://www.ssa.gov/
compassionateallowances/conditions.htm.
SSA uses CAL conditions to quickly identify diseases and other medical conditions that, by definition, meet Social Security’s standards for disability benefits. The CAL initiative helps SSA reduce waiting times to reach a
disability determination for individuals with the most serious disabilities. The Compassionate Allowances program identifies claims where the applicant’s disease or condition clearly meets Social Security’s statutory standard for disability. SSA uses the same rules to evaluate CAL conditions when evaluating both Social Security
Disability Insurance (SSDI) or Supplemental Security Income (SSI) programs.
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Regulations
Collateral Estoppel POMS Revised
Collateral estoppel?
Res judicata?
Those are terms
many of us thought
we were leaving
behind in Civil Procedure class in law
school. But for better or worse, those
concepts play a role in the Social Security world.
According to the Social Security Administration
(SSA), collateral estoppel involves “issues previously
decided”:
An issue at your hearing may be a fact
that has already been decided in one
of our previous determinations or decisions in a claim involving the same
parties, but arising under a different
title of the Act or under the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act. If
this happens, the administrative law
judge will not consider the issue
again, but will accept the factual finding made in the previous determination or decision unless there are reasons to believe that it was wrong.
20 C.F.R. §§ 404.950(f) & 416.1450(f).
Res judicata, on the other hand, is defined in the context of an Administrative Law Judge’s (ALJ’s) authority to dismiss a claim if SSA has made a previous
determination or decision about a claimant’s rights on
the same facts and on the same issue or issues, and
this previous determination or decision has become
final by either administrative or judicial action. 20
C.F.R. §§ 404. 957(c)(1) & 416.1457(c)(1).
A claimant may face res judicata, for example, as a
bar to a new application if a prior denial encompassed
the DLI (Date Last Insured). Claimants and advocates
will more likely encounter collateral estoppel in the

context of a Supplemental Security Income (SSI) recipient’s later eligibility and application for Title II
benefits, or vice versa. For example, an SSI beneficiary may have become insured based on earnings or
may have become entitled to Child Disability Benefits (CDB) based on the retirement, death, or disability of a parent. Under SSA’s definition of collateral
estoppel, the new application should be granted based
on the previous determination “unless there are reasons to believe that it was wrong.”
Makes sense from a practical standpoint, right? But in
practice, at adjudication levels below the ALJ level,
advocates may have faced SSA’s refusal to apply collateral estoppel. Or, more frequently, advocates may
have seen the new application approved based on collateral estoppel, but then both claims subjected to a
Continuing Disability Review (CDR). But in the past
year, SSA has made the conundrum of collateral estoppel even more complicated.
In 2019, SSA published Administrative Message
(AM) 18029 REV, which stated that Field Offices
(FO) no longer have jurisdiction to make collateral
estoppel decisions for any impairment as of February
14, 2019. (AMs are not available to the public.) All
claims must be referred to the Disability Determination Services (DDS), which in New York is the Division of Disability Determinations (DDS). And, while
DDS continues to have jurisdiction to make collateral
estoppel decisions, even DDD may not apply collateral estoppel in cases where the earlier claim was
based on meeting or equaling the mental impairment
or HIV listings in effect prior to January 17, 2017.
The changes announced in the AM were recently codified in revised POMS. DI 11011.001 Collateral Estoppel - General spells out the various steps the FO
and DDS must follow, including the FO’s obligation
upon taking the new application to notify the claimant
that the claim will be referred to the DDS and that in
the course of processing the subsequent claim, DDS
may determine that a CDR is required on the existing
(Continued on page 7)
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Collateral Estoppel POMS Revised - Continued
(Continued from page 6)

entitlement. The FO must also notify the claimant that
the new claim could result in a denial. The FO should
flag the case for DDS as to potential collateral estoppel issues but cannot decide the claim. Nor can the
FO initiate a CDR, but DDS can refer the claim back
to the FO for a CDR.
The POMS section also addresses the situation in
which a new application is filed subsequent to a claim
with a medical allowance that was denied for technical reasons. For example, a claimant was found disabled but denied SSI for financial reasons. If that
claimant subsequently becomes financially eligible
for SSI and reapplies, the prior medical finding is not
given collateral estoppel effect. Rather, the medical
claim must be treated as an initial claim and developed fully. And in yet another example of inefficiency, the POMS does not even instruct the FO to obtain
the prior evidence folder: "When the claimant files a
subsequent application for disability benefits, the
claim must be processed in the usual manner for initial claims…The FO will document the prior filings
on the SSA-3367 and transfer the claim to the DDS
for a new determination. The FO will not add the
‘Potential Collateral Estoppel Issues Apply’ case flag
because collateral estoppel does not apply." POMS
DI 11011.001.E.2 does acknowledge that when a Title II beneficiary subsequently files for disabled widow(er) benefits (DWB) or childhood disability benefits (CDB), collateral estoppel potentially applies, and
the FO should flag the case for DDS and request the
prior folder.
Also revised are POMS sections DI 27515.001 - DI
27515.055, which provide more detail on the application of collateral estoppel in a number of situations.
But as noted above, collateral estoppel only potentially applies. If, for example, the beneficiary had been
found disabled under the mental listings prior to
2017, collateral estoppel will not apply. See POMS
DI 27515.005, which identifies those listings in addition to the mental listings that have substantially
changed or become more restrictive, with their effective dates. Claims decided before the changes will not
be given collateral estoppel effect on a new application. Similarly, changes to the medical-vocational
rules may preclude a subsequent allowance and trigger a CDR. The example noted in POMS DI
27515.005.A specifically references the recent removal of inability to communicate in English.

As a result of these changes, all subsequent applications for Title II benefits by long-standing SSI recipients will at the very least be more cumbersome. The
changes will be more dramatic for some claimants
who, for example, may have been receiving SSI since
prior to age 22 based on a mental impairment listing
but whose CDB claims may now be denied.
The FO, however, retains responsibility for denials
based on res judicata when a person is applying for
benefits under the same program, time period, and
evidence as previously. Res judicata questions still
are to be processed, at least for now, in accordance
with POMS DI 27516.001. If the FO does not deny
the claim based on res judicata, DDS still can do so,
but with some caveats. For example, before applying
res judicata to a subsequent Title II disability claim,
DDS must consider any changes in the disability
evaluation criteria, such as changes to the Listing of
Impairments. POMS DI 27516.005.D provides that
res judicata will not apply if the disability criteria
since the prior denial have become less restrictive.
Despite the effect of the 2017 changes to the mental
impairment listings on collateral estoppel discussed
above, POMS DI 27516.010.D specifically requires a
new substantive determination if a prior mental impairment claim was denied before January 2017. And
if the claimant was unrepresented when the prior determination was made had a mental condition, res
judicata will not be applied.
These complicated concepts of collateral estoppel and
res judicata have become more complicated as a result of these changes. And the changes could have
significant implications for claimants. Please let us
know of cases in which, for example, long-time SSI
recipients have recently been denied Title II.
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PASS POMS Amended
A PASS - or Plan To Achieve Self-Support – is a tool
created by Congress to exclude income and resources
of a disabled or blind beneficiary of Supplemental
Security Income (SSI) if necessary to accomplish a
work goal. See POMS SI 00870.000. The Social
Security Administration (SSA) recently amended
POMS DI 00870.007 – When to Start a Plan to
Achieve Self-Support. The POMS changes focus on
those instances in which it would be beneficial to the
SSI recipient to start a PASS retroactively, or if more
advantageous, in a future month.

cluded Social Security Disability benefits in time.
This is because her SSI would not increase until July
due to RMA. The POMS suggest instead inputting
the PASS exclusion as of March, which would create
an SSI increase in May, allowing the beneficiary to
save enough of her Title II money by August 15th.

Thanks to Paul Ryther for alerting us to this change.

Of particular note, POMS DI 00870.007.B.4 suggests
using a retroactive start date to accommodate Retrospective Monthly Accounting (RMA). RMA is one of
SSA’s more squirrely concepts, under which income
in one month is not counted towards SSI payment
computation until two months forward. RMA does
not apply to non-recurring income or to certain public
assistance payments. See POMS SI 02005.001.
Per the amended POMS, a retroactive PASS start
date - or early exclusion - can be used to increase the
SSI payment to provide a timely source of funds for
the PASS. The example provided in the POMS involves a current beneficiary who submits a PASS in
May in order to save money for a vocational program
starting in the Fall. She must pay $1,000 by August,
however. If her PASS exclusion begins in May, she
will not be able to save enough money out of her ex-

Contact Us!
Advocates can contact the DAP Support attorneys at:
Kate Callery: (800) 724-0490, (585) 295-5727, kcallery@empirejustice.org
Emilia Sicilia: (914) 595-0910 ext. 104, esicilia@empirejustice.org
Ann Biddle: (347) 592-2214, abiddle@lsnyc.org
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Court Decisions
District Courts Rule on New Opinion Evaluation Regs
Previous editions of this newsletter have detailed the
Social Security Administration’s (SSA’s) 2017 regulations on the evaluation of opinion evidence. The
regulations, which went into effect for applications
filed on or after March 27, 2017, arguably undercut
the Second Circuit’s long-standing Treating Physician
Rule, embodied in 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.927 & 416.1527.
We have speculated that recent Second Circuit decisions based on the old regulations offer a glimmer of
hope that some aspects of the rule would survive the
new regulations, particularly the court’s requirement
that the Administrative Law Judge’s (ALJ’s) reasoning be articulated.
The first of the ALJ decisions based on the new rules
to reach District Court have indeed kindled that hope.
Marissa Sobel of the Urban Justice Center has helpfully compiled an ever-growing list of the decisions.
See, for example, Pamela P. v. Saul, No. 19-CV-575
(DJS), 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 88603, 2020 WL
2561106 (N.D.N.Y. May 20, 2020), where the court
remanded based in part on the ALJ’s failure to articulate appropriate rationale for the persuasiveness assigned to the medical opinions. The ALJ’s rationale
was insufficient to permit the Court meaningful review. The court held that the new regulations continue to require ALJs to consider many of the same factors addressed under the treating physician regulations. Similarly, in Andrew G. v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec.,
No. 19-cv-942 (ML), 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 182212,
2020 WL 5848776 (N.D.N.Y. Oct. 1, 2020), the court
remanded, faulting the ALJ for failing to follow the
regulatory requirement that she adequately explain
the supportability or consistency factors. In Brian O.
v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec., No. 19-cv-983, 2020 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 101320, 2020 WL 3077009 (N.D.N.Y.
June 10, 2020), the court did not analyze the persuasiveness standard because it remanded the claim on
other grounds. But it noted the ALJ must still articulate how medical opinions are considered.
Several cases also relied on the basic premise of the
Treating Physician Rule to order remand. In Shawn
H. v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec., No. 19-cv-113 (JMC)
2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 123589, 2020 WL 3969879

(D. Vt. July 14, 2020), the court held that the new
regulations still recognize the “foundational nature”
of the observations of treating sources. See also Soto
v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec., No. 19-cv-4631 (PKC), 2020
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 181068, 2020 WL 5820566
(E.D.N.Y. Sept. 30, 2020), citing Shawn H.
Two other recent cases that affirmed the ALJ decisions found the ALJs’ analyses of persuasive supported by substantial evidence without an in-depth discussion of the new regulations. Kami B. v. Saul, No. 18cv-1497 (DJS), 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7396, 2020
WL 247279 (N.D.N.Y. Jan. 16, 2020); Jackson L. v.
Comm’r of Soc. Sec., No. 19-cv-786 (ATB), 2020
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101319, 2020 WL 3077051
(N.D.N.Y. June 10, 2020).
Marissa’s list is available on request. Please let us
know of district court decisions you receive under the
new regulations, so they can be added to Marissa’s
list. And please consider carefully whether to appeal
any denials under the new regulations to the Second
Circuit. In addition to the panel discussions planned
in January on preparing ALJ claims under these new
regulations, we hope to have an additional session on
litigation – so stay tuned.
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District Court Remands Based on New Evidence
As we noted in the July edition of this newsletter, advocates are often frustrated by the Appeals Council’s
perfunctory rejection of new and material evidence
submitted to the Appeals Council. We reported on the
case of Blash v. Commissioner of Soc. Sec., 813 F.
App’x 642 (2d Cir. 2020), in which the Second Circuit remanded based on the Appeals Council’s failure
to consider new evidence that predated the Administrative Law Judge’s (ALJ’s) decision. U.S. District
Judge Frank Geraci expressed similar frustration with
the Appeals Council’s failure to consider new evidence submitted to the Appeals Council by Nicole
DeAnda of the Elmira office of LawNY. King v.
Commissioner of Social Security, 2020 WL 5248473
(W.D.N.Y. Sept. 2, 2020).
Nicole, who represented Ms. King at her ALJ hearing,
shared the ALJ’s decision with two treating psychiatrists whose opinions had been accorded little weight
by the ALJ. The psychiatrists responded with additional reports supporting their opinions. Nicole submitted the reports to the Appeals Council, which refused to consider them, reciting its boiler-plate response that the “evidence does not show a reasonable
probability that it would change the outcome of the
[ALJ’s] decision.”
The ALJ, in a decision based on the prior treating
source opinion regulations found at 20 C.F.R. §
416.927, had given one of the opinions “partial”
weight as not supported by the evidence. Judge
Geraci noted that although the ALJ had not specified
which evidence warranted rejecting the opinion, the
ALJ had repeatedly referenced the claimant’s alleged
gym attendance. But according to Judge Geraci, the
probative value of Ms. King’s gym attendance was
undermined by the psychiatrist’s letter detailing how
limited his patient’s attendance actually was and the
difficulties she had interacting with others while at
the gym. The court also rejected the ALJ’s reliance on
Ms. King’s care and training of dogs, finding it not a
particularly strong basis for rejecting the opinion of a
treating source. In a footnote, the court cited decisions
criticizing ALJs for relying on child-rearing activities
as a basis for non-disability determinations. Judge
Geraci noted caring for a dog is less burdensome than
caring for a child. Additionally, the ALJ’s reliance on
the dog training was particularly troublesome given
Ms. King’s alleged difficulty with social interactions,
not in interacting with canines.

The ALJ, in rejecting the opinion of the second psychiatrist, found it inconsistent with treatment notes
that referenced “doing better” or “doing fairly well.”
Judge Geraci noted, however, that many of the treatment notes painted a “less rosy picture.” He found
that even if the ALJ’s characterization did not constitute impermissible “cherry-picking,” the psychiatrist’s
letter to the Appeals Council seriously undermined
the ALJ’s characterization.
The court declined to rule whether the Appeals Council’s failure to provide a rationale for rejecting a treating physician’s opinion constituted error. It criticized,
however, the summary rejection of “rebuttal evidence.” Judge Geraci held that because the letters undercut the ALJ’s basis for rejecting the opinions, the
“new evidence dramatically impacts the weight of the
evidence” and warranted remand. The court did not
address the additional requirements under the regulations that the evidence was “new” and there was good
cause for failure to submit it earlier because the Appeals Council had not addressed these issues. See 20
C.F.R. §§ 404.970 & 416.1470.
Congratulations to Nicole for her creative – and persistent – advocacy in soliciting the new treating
source letters from the psychiatrists. And for pursuing
the case to U.S. District Court, resulting in this great
decision.
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Case Remanded for Step Two Error
Jenna Karr of the Rochester office of the Empire
Justice Center convinced
U.S. District Judge David Larimer that the
ALJ’s failure to consider
her client’s schizophrenia severe at Step two of
the Sequential Evaluation was not a harmless error. In
Addison v. Saul, 2020 WL 4676673 (W.D.N.Y. Aug.
12, 2020), the court agreed with Jenna that the ALJ
had overlooked evidence that the claimant had been
formally diagnosed with schizophrenia.

the treatment notes, as well as symptoms including
daily hallucinations. He concluded that the ALJ’s
characterization of the claimant’s schizophrenia as
“merely possible” was not based on substantial evidence. The ALJ’s error could not be considered harmless since the ALJ failed to consider effects of all the
claimant’s impairments – both severe and non-severe
– in making his residual functional capacity (RFC)
determination. The court remanded the claim for reassessment of the claimant’s severe impairments and
the limitations they impose.
Well done, Jenna!

Judge Larimer referenced the numerous times the
claimant’s schizophrenia diagnosis was mentioned in

ALJ Fails to Consider Structured Setting
U.S. District Court Judge Lawrence Vilardo agreed
with the arguments made by the Empire Justice Center in a child’s Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
appeal. He remanded the claim for consideration of
the effects of the child’s highly structured setting
school setting. Lopez o/b/o/ Y.T. v. Commissioner of
Social Security, 2020 WL 4504987 (W.D.N.Y. Aug.
5, 2020).
Citing 20 C.F.R. § 416.924a(b)(5)(iv)(C), the court
recognized that the ALJ should have evaluated the
extent to which the child needed a structured setting
and degree of limitation the child would have outside
the structured setting. Here, Y.T. had been placed in a
6:1:1 classroom setting, with one teacher and one
paraprofessional overseeing the needs of only six
children. See 8 NYCRR § 200.6(h)(4)(ii)(a)
(explaining that a 6:1:1 classroom is designed for students “whose management needs are determined to
be highly intensive, and [who require] a high degree
of individualized attention and intervention”). The
court noted that Y.T. also received other accommodations and psychological services. Although the ALJ
acknowledged Y.T.’s placement, he plainly ignored
the placement as well as Y.T.’s disruptive behavior in
his analysis. Nor did the ALJ take the structured setting into account in considering Y.T.’s alleged improvement in that setting. He made no effort to deter-

mine whether Y.T. could function appropriately outside that setting.
Judge Vilardo also criticized the ALJ for failing to
provide any meaningful analysis before finding “lessthan-marked” limitations in the various domains to be
considered in a child’s case.

The ALJ merely cited the basic definitions for the
various domains and recited a summary of Y.T.’s
issues. He failed to construct an “accurate and logical
bridge” between the facts and his conclusions, thus
frustrating the court’s meaningful review.
Y.T.’s remanded case is now pending at the Office of
Hearing Operations (OHO), where Jenna Karr undoubtedly will convince the ALJ to change his mind!
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Voluntary Remand Focuses on RFC
Mike Telfer of the Legal
Aid Society of Northeast
New York reports a request for a voluntary remand (RVR) by SSA’s
Office of General Counsel (OGC) in an appeal he filed in the Northern District of New York. The Appeals Council articulated
the grounds for the remand in its Order effectuating
the general court remand order. The Administrative
Law Judge (ALJ) decision did not contain an adequate evaluation of the opinion evidence.
According to the Appeals Council, the ALJ allegedly
considered the opinion of the claimant’s treating physician under the old opinion evidence regulations, 20
C.F.R. §§ 404.927 & 416.1427. But the ALJ only accorded the decision partial weight because the opinion appeared internally inconsistent. The ALJ found
that the treating source’s assessment of moderate limitations in the areas of understanding, interacting with
others, and concentration did not coincide with the

high degree of distractibility (20% per day) and absenteeism (two days per month) indicated by the same
source.
The Appeals Council, however, recognized that the
ALJ misinterpreted the opinion evidence. For example, while the ALJ found the treating source generally
assessed moderate limitations in work-related functional areas, he had actually generally assessed
marked and extreme limitations with only some moderate limits. The ALJ interpreted an “M” notation as
moderate when it really indicated marked. It remanded the claim for further consideration of the claimant’s residual functional capacity (RFC).
Mike now has the opportunity to present his client’s
case again before the ALJ. But as Mike points out, he
made this same argument to the Appeals Council the
first time around, but nonetheless had to file an appeal
in U.S. District Court to get the same result.

Court Improperly Rules on GAF Scores
Marissa Sobel of the Urban Justice Center successfully argued for a remand in Morales v. Saul, 2020 WL
5535838 (Aug. 31, 2020 S.D.N.Y.) In Morales, U.S.
District Judge George Daniels adopted the report and
recommendation of Magistrate Judge Sarah Netburn
remanding the claim for another hearing based on the
ALJ’s improper reliance on the now discredited
Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) scores.
The claim involved a history of substance abuse and
wide range of GAF scores. While not expressly finding drug use “material,” the ALJ instead denied the
claim by discounting evidence associated with periods in which there was ongoing substance use. The
ALJ assigned less weight to the lower GAF scores
(40 and 50) because they “occurred in the context an
[sic] exacerbation of symptoms due to a precipitating
factor of alcohol abuse and/or withdrawal.” Yet, the
ALJ relied on and gave more weight to higher GAF
scores “without reference to the conflicting treatment
notes or the context in which they were assigned.”
Id. at *8. The court agreed with Marissa’s argument
that the reliance on the higher scores were improper
for their failure to consider the context in which they

were found. The ALJ similarly erred in assigning
less weight by relying on unexplained GAF scores or
explicitly considering the factors set forth in 20
C.F.R. § 416.927(c). Id. at *9.
Additionally, the court agreed with Marissa that the
ALJ made an improper residual functional capacity
(RFC) determination in which he substituted his own
interpretation of the medical history to find inconsistencies with evidence supportive of a finding of disability. Specifically, “the ALJ’s characterization of
some of the mental status examination findings as
‘relatively benign’” to assign less weight to opinion
constituted “an impermissible substitution of the
ALJ’s judgment.”
While remand was warranted by those legal errors,
the Court declined to find error with the ALJ’s evaluation of credibility and the claimant’s statements
about the severity of the impairment, finding that the
ALJ’s conclusions in that regard were supported by
substantial evidence.
Congrats to Marissa for a great outcome!
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Administrative Decisions
Appeals Council Remands Abound
OK, maybe not abound, but advocates report several
victories at that most mysterious of appeal levels.
Both Mike Telfer and Adam DeFayette of the Legal
Aid Society of Northeastern New York had success
in cases. And Empire Justice advocates sought and
obtained remands as well.
Mike’s appeal involved some of the more frustrating
aspects of Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) decisions. The ALJ concluded the claimant had moderate
limitations in the various work-related areas of functioning, including interacting with others. In his residual functional capacity (RFC), the ALJ limited the
claimant to “occasional” interaction with supervisors
and co-workers and “incidental” interaction with the
public. The Appeals Council found “incidental”
vague and not defined in vocational terms. Furthermore, the ALJ found these limitations did not significantly erode the occupational base, and thus did not
call a vocational witness. The Appeals Council, however, quoted the introduction to the mental listings at
20 CFR Part 404, Subpart P, App. 1, section 12.00(C)
(2): "Social functioning in work situations may involve interactions with the public, responding appropriately to persons in authority (e.g., supervisors), or
cooperative behaviors involving coworkers.” It held
that moderate limitations in this area of functioning
may significantly impair the ability to respond to supervision and co-workers. Thus, vocational testimony
was warranted.
In an appeal of a child’s SSI claim involving the new
opinion evidence regulations discussed above on
page ---, the Appeals Council remanded because,
among other reasons, the ALJ did not specify the persuasiveness of the opinion of the state agency consultant who assigned a marked limitation. Nor did
the ALJ reconcile the opinion of the consultative examiner (CE), who also rated a limitation as marked.
The Appeals Council also criticized the ALJ’s failure
to discuss or consider testimony when assessing subjective symptoms. Of note, the Appeals Council audited the hearing tape and noted that the ALJ had
been unable to understand the claimant’s testimony,
supporting his alleged and documented speech issues.
The ALJ also failed to provide an adequate rationale
to support his findings in the various childhood do-

mains. At no point did the ALJ separately analyze
each domain and their relevant records. Mike was
particularly pleased the Appeal Council cited his
briefs to both the ALJ and the Appeals Council.
Adam also obtained a remand under the new opinion
evidence regulations. The Appeals Council found that
the ALJ did not properly evaluate the opinion of a
non-medical source. The claimant’s Licensed Mental
Health Counselor (LMHC-P) had opined the claimant
is unable to meet competitive standards of work due
to her psychological symptoms. She opined the
claimant would have marked limitations in interacting, concentrating, and adapting, and would miss
three days of work per month. The ALJ found her
opinion partially persuasive, yet the residual functional capacity (RFC) established by the ALJ diverged significantly from the LMHC’s limitations.
The claim was remanded for further consideration of
the LMHC’s statement.
Doris Cortes of the Empire Justice Center in Rochester convinced the Appeals Council that the ALJ erred
in finding her client’s myasthenia gravis not medically determinable. The ALJ claimed there were no objective findings to establish a diagnosis. The Appeals
Council reviewed the extensive evidence of record,
including a positive acetylcholine antibody test, as
well as treatment notes documenting progressive
weakness, double vision, and difficulty swallowing.
It ordered the ALJ on remand to re-evaluate whether
the myasthenia gravis is indeed a severe condition.
Finally, Keana Williams formerly with the Empire
Justice Center, persuaded the Appeals Council to remand her client’s claim because the ALJ simply ignored an opinion of a LMHC who treated the claimant. The therapist completed several detailed nonmedical source statements that the ALJ did not evaluate. Of note, Keana focused exclusively on that argument in her memo to the Appeals Council, a technique that apparently caught someone’s attention.
So, the moral of the story is that as frustrating the
Appeals Council can be, it sometimes listens.
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SSA Appeals SSI Eligibility Cases
The Social Security Administration (SSA) is fighting
the potential expansion of eligibility for Supplemental Security Income (SSI) to residents in Puerto
Rico and Guam. On September 4, 2020, the agency
filed a petition for certiorari in the Supreme Court,
seeking review of the First Circuit’s decision in U.S.
v. Vaello-Madero, 956 F.3d 12 (1st Cir. Apr. 10,
2020) finding it unconstitutional for SSA to deny SSI
to otherwise qualified individuals based on their residence in Puerto Rico. As reported in the April 2020
edition of this newsletter, the First Circuit found that
the exclusion of Puerto Rico residents from SSI eligibility violated the equal protection clause of the Fifth
Amendment.
On August 18, 2020, SSA appealed a decision in a
similar case pertaining to its denial of SSI to residents
of Guam. We previously reported in our July 2020
newsletter about the decision in Schaller v. U.S. So-

cial Security Admin., et. al., No. 18-cv-00044)(D.
Guam Jun. 19, 2020)(J. Tydingco-Gatewood), where
the U.S. District Court for the District of Guam followed much of the reasoning of Vaello-Madero. The
court found it unconstitutional for the plaintiff to be
excluded from the SSI program based on her residency in Guam. The exclusion was found to violate the
equal protection clause in making an irrational distinction compared to the eligibility of residents of the
Northern Mariana Islands. SSA has appealed that
decision to the Ninth Circuit.
SSI is currently restricted to U.S. citizens living in
the 50 states, the District of Columbia and the Northern Mariana Islands. In addition to Puerto Rico, other U.S. territories excluded from SSI are Guam, the
U.S. Virgin Islands, and American Samoa.

SSA Urged to Report Race Data
The Consortium for Citizens
with Disabilities (CCD) and
several additional advocate
groups, including the Empire Justice Center, sent a letter to the Social Security Administration (SSA) on October 1,
2020 urging SSA to collect and regularly report on
data concerning race and ethnicity.
The letter noted that historically there have been
known disparities in allowance rates at SSA’s initial
application stage and hearing level. SSA had published this data years ago but stopped reporting for
Supplemental Security Income in 2002 and for OldAge, Survivor’s, and Disability Insurance in 2009.
Advocates had pressed SSA for data since 2016, and
the call is now made more urgent with the current
disparate impact of COVID-19 on communities of
color, essential workers, and people who are poor.
While prior statistics and analysis are limited, it has
previously included, for instance, a 1992 GAO report

showing consistently lower rates of allowance among
Black applicants compared to White applicants. Later, a 2003 GAO report found that among claimants
with attorney representation, Black claimants were
equally likely to be awarded benefits than White
claimants but among claimants without attorney representation, Black claimants fared significantly
worse. The advocates cited these reports in the letter.
They additionally noted that the various systems that
serve as pipelines to Social Security benefits, such as
the healthcare, education, and criminal justice systems, also suffer from racial inequities. Disparities in
those systems, including lack of quality care, barriers
to treatment, and special education services, negatively impact and skew the kind of evidence available in a
person’s disability claim.
Awareness of these issues is critical to DAP representation. Here in New York State, 58 percent of the
clients represented by the Disability Advocacy Program (DAP) are Black or Brown. The percentage is
higher in New York City.
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ERE Now Available at DDS
On September19, 2020, the Social Security Administration (SSA) announced it was adding the ability
for Appointed Representatives (ARs) to access their
cases pending at the initial and reconsideration levels,
including continuing disability review cases. ARs
can allegedly view these documents in the Disability
Related Development and Medical Evidence sections
of the eFolder. Only the E and F sections are accessible, however.
According to SSA, ARs already enrolled in SSA’s
Appointed Representative Service (ARS) have immediate access to their initial and reconsideration level
cases, but with a catch…If an AR cannot access a
case at the initial and reconsideration levels, it is likely their SSA-1696 (Appointment of Representative)
has not yet processed. They will have access as soon
as the field office processes their SSA-1696, which
advocates know only too well can be a very slow process. On a related note, SSA has recently issued yet
another new SSA-1699 form.
As a reminder, ARS will suspend a user’s account
when they have attempted to access 10 SSNs in a 24hour period for which they are not the representative

of record (i.e., cases where the 1696s are not processed). ARs who have been blocked from their account should contact the Electronic Records Express
(ERE) Helpdesk to have their account unblocked.
The Office of Hearings Operations (OHO) will continue the current process of enrolling ARs who have
cases pending at the hearings or appeals levels. ARs
who only have cases pending at the initial and reconsideration levels are not eligible to enroll at this time.
But SSA has indicated that it plans to allow claimants
to access their electronic folders via the mysocialsecurity portal in the near future.
Finally, advocates planning to seek fees for their services should be aware that SSA is requiring appointed
representatives who request direct fee payments to
submit all evidence electronically through Electronic
Records Express (ERE), ARS, or iAppeals if the
claim or case has an electronic folder, and is pending
at OHO or the Appeals Council. The effective date
for this requirement is November 4, 2020. See Fed.
Reg., Vol. 85, Number 193 (Monday, October 5,
2020), pp. 62779-62781

OIG Studies Suspensions
In a study by the Social Security Administration’s
(SSA’s) Office of the Inspector General (OIG), the
OIG projected that between January 2015 and December 2018, SSA withheld approximately $378 million from almost 21,000 beneficiaries without resolving the issues that caused their benefits to be suspended. See A-07-19-50799, Miscellaneous Benefits
Suspensions for Old-Age, Survivors and Disability
Insurance Beneficiaries. Based on an OIG sample of
100 beneficiaries whose benefits were withheld using
a miscellaneous suspense code, as of February 2020,
SSA had not completed follow-up actions to resolve
the claims for 41, resulting in $748,000 withheld.

The OIG concluded SSA did not have controls in
place to monitor beneficiaries in suspense status or a
proper oversight process. Following OIG’s review,
SSA resolved 10 of the 41 suspensions, but still needed to resolve the remaining 31.
The OIG recommended that SSA resolve the suspensions for the remaining 31 beneficiaries, analyze a
sample of beneficiaries in suspense status to determine appropriate corrective actions, and implement
controls such as system alerts and management reports to identify beneficiaries in miscellaneous suspense status and ensure employees take timely corrective actions.
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SSAB Responds to Congress on Reconsideration
In 2018, the Subcommittee on Social Security of the
U.S. House Committee on Ways and Means requested that the Social Security Advisory Board (SSAB)
examine the Social Security Administration’s
(SSA’s) decision to reinstate reconsideration in the so
-called prototype states and recommend possible disability determination process improvements at the
initial and reconsideration stages. Advocates will recall that the reconsideration step, which had been
eliminated in New York and nine other “prototype”
states, was reinstated in New York in January 2019.
The SSAB responded by letter to the Subcommittee’s
request and issued a Summary of Board Roundtables
on Disability Process Improvements in October 2020.
The SSAB is a bipartisan, independent federal government agency established in 1994 to advise the
President, the Congress, and the Commissioner of
Social Security on matters of policy and administration of the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance and the Supplemental Security Income programs. The Board has seven members, appointed by
the President, Senate, and House of Representatives.
According to the SSAB, all five roundtables revealed
three overarching themes related to improving the
disability determination process: developing the
claim file at the initial and reconsideration levels, the
effects of process variation, and use of data and research to inform agency decision-making. The
roundtables included: “Big Ideas” for Disability Determination Process Improvement, the Role of Evidence and Experts in the Disability Process, the Role
of Performance Metric and Data Analytics in the
Quality Review Process, the Claimant Experience in
Social Security’s Disability Process, and Testing and
Evaluating Proposed Improvements to Initial and Reconsideration Level Disability Determinations.

Many of the suggestions made at the various
roundtables will not be surprising to advocates: better
communication by DDS (Disability Determination
Service) with claimants and representatives, better
selection of consultative examiners, better engagement with treating sources, etc. The real question will
be the extent to which Congress – or the Commissioner – take heed of the suggestions.
In a related “study,” the Social Security Administration’s (SSA’s) Office of the Inspector General (OIG)
issued Informational Report A-01-19-50762 in June
2020 on SSA’s Reconsideration Level of Appeal. The
OIG analyzed data from Calendar Year (CY) 2015
and found claimants waited an average of 310 days
for reconsideration decisions, compared to Fiscal
Year (FY 2018) data showing claimants waited 845
days for a decision in states without reconsideration.
In FY 2018, however, it took 79 days longer for a
claimant to receive an Administrative Law Judge
(ALJ) decision in states with reconsideration. Based
on a sampling of claimants denied at reconsideration
in CY 2015, OIG estimated 86 percent appealed to
the next level or filed a new application. An estimated fifty-five percent subsequently received allowances.
The OIG reiterated SSA’s rationale for reinstituting
reconsideration – primarily to promote national uniformity – while acknowledging SSA’s admission that
it had no information documenting the results of the
“prototype” elimination of reconsideration in the ten
states. The OIG nonetheless concurred with SSA’s
estimate that reinstatement of reconsideration will
result in an estimated $3.9 billion in program savings
over a ten-year period.

Send Us Your Decisions!
Have you had a recent ALJ or court decision that you would like to see reported in an upcoming issue of the
Disability Law News?
We would love to hear from you!
Contact Kate Callery, kcallery@empirejustice.org or Emilia Sicilia, esicilia@empirejustice.org
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Bulletin Board
This “Bulletin Board” contains information about recent disability decisions from the United States Supreme Court
and the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. These summaries, as well as earlier decisions, are also
available at https://empirejustice.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Recent-2d-Circuit-Decisions-July-2020.pdf.
Synopses of non-precedential summary orders issued by the Second Circuit are available at: https://empirejustice.org/
wp-content/uploads/2020/07/2d-Circuit-Summaries-July-2020.pdf.
We will continue to write more detailed articles about significant decisions as they are issued by these and other
Courts, but we hope that these lists will help advocates gain an overview of the body of recent judicial decisions that
are important in our judicial circuit.

Supreme Court Decisions
Smith v. Berryhill, 139 S.Ct. 1765 (2019)
The Supreme Court held that an Appeals Council dismissal
of a request for review is a final decision subject to judicial
review. The Court unanimously held that where the
Appeals Council has dismissed a request for review as
untimely after a claimant has obtained a hearing from an
ALJ on the merits, the dismissal qualifies as a “final decision . . . made after a hearing” within the meaning of 42
U.S.C § 405(g). It distinguished its earlier ruling in Califano v. Sanders, 430 U.S. 99, 97 S.Ct. 980, 51 L.Ed.2d 192
(1977), by emphasizing that as opposed to the denial of a
request for reopening in Sanders, there had been a decision
by an ALJ on the merits of the plaintiff’s claim.
Biestek v. Berryhill, 139 S.Ct. 1148 (2019)
In a 6-3 decision, the Court declined to adopt a categorical
rule that a vocational expert’s supporting data must be provided in order for the testimony to constitute substantial
evidence. But the majority acknowledged that in some
cases it may be possible to draw an adverse inference
against a VE who refuses to provide supporting data.
Barnhart v. Thomas, 124 S. Ct. 376 (2003)
The Supreme Court upheld SSA’s determination that it can
find a claimant not disabled at Step Four of the sequential
evaluation without investigation whether her past relevant
work actually exists in significant numbers in the national
economy. A unanimous Court deferred to the Commissioner’s interpretation that an ability to return to past relevant work can be the basis for a denial, even if the job is
now obsolete and the claimant could otherwise prevail at
Step Five (the “grids”). Adopted by SSA as AR 05-1c.
Barnhart v. Walton, 122 S. Ct. 1265 (2002)
The Supreme Court affirmed SSA’s policy of denying SSD

and SSI benefits to claimants who return to work and engage in substantial gainful activity (SGA) prior to adjudication of disability within 12 months of onset of disability.
The unanimous decision held that the 12-month durational
requirement applies to the inability to engage in SGA as
well as the underlying impairment itself.
Sims v. Apfel, 120 S. Ct. 2080 (2000)
The Supreme Court held that a Social Security or SSI
claimant need not raise an issue before the Appeals Council in order to assert the issue in District Court. The Supreme Court explicitly limited its holding to failure to
“exhaust” an issue with the Appeals Council and left open
the possibility that one might be precluded from raising an
issue.
Forney v. Apfel, 118 S. Ct. 1984 (1998)
The Supreme Court finally held that individual disability
claimants, like the government, can appeal from District
Court remand orders. In Sullivan v. Finkelstein, the Supreme Court held that remand orders under 42 U.S.C. 405
(g) can constitute final judgments which are appealable to
circuit courts. In that case the government was appealing
the remand order.
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Second Circuit Decisions
Sczepanski v. Saul, 946 F.3d 152 (2d Cir. Jan. 7, 2020)

Greek v. Colvin, 802 F.3d 370 (2d Cir 2015)

The court held that ability to complete work during the
probationary period is relevant to a disability claim. It remanded for further proceedings at Step five of the Sequential Evaluation to determine whether the claimant could
perform work as required during the probationary period,
including meeting the levels for absenteeism tolerated by
the employer.

The court remanded for clarification of the treating
source’s opinion, particularly as to the claimant’s ability to
perform postural activities. The doctor had also opined that
Mr. Greek would likely be absent from work more than
four days a month as a result of his impairments. Since a
vocational expert testified there were no jobs Mr. Greek
could perform if he had to miss four or more days of work
a month, the court found the ALJ’s error misapplication of
the factors in the treating physician regulations was not
harmless. "After all, SSA's regulations provide a very specific process for evaluating a treating physician's opinion
and instruct ALJs to give such opinions 'controlling
weight' in all but a limited range of circumstances. See 20
C.F.R. § 404.1527(c)(2); see also Burgess, 537 F.3d at
128." (Emphasis supplied.)

Estrella v. Berryhill, 925 F.3d 90 (2d Cir. 2019),
The Court of Appeals endorsed in strong terms the value of
treating source evidence and affirmed its prior treating
physician rule cases. The court faulted the ALJ for failing
to consider explicitly the Burgess factors incorporated into
the former opinion evidence regulations, which were replaced in 2017 by 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.1520c(a) & 416.920c
(a). The new regulations were not considered by the court.

Lockwood v. Comm’r of SSA, 914 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2019)
The Court of Appeals remanded because the ALJ had not
met his affirmative obligation under SSR 00-4p to inquire
about any possible or apparent conflicts between vocational testimony and the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(DOT). The court found the ALJ did not meet his burden
simply by asking the vocational expert if her testimony
was consistent, especially where the ALJ found the plaintiff could not reach overhead, but the three jobs to which
the VE testified all required frequent or occasional reaching.

McIntyre v. Colvin, 758 F.3d 146 (2d Cir. 2014)

The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit found the
ALJ’s failure to incorporate all of the plaintiff’s nonexertional limitations explicitly into the residual functional
capacity (RCF) formulation or the hypothetical question
posed to the vocational expert (VE) was harmless error.
The court ruled that “an ALJ's hypothetical should explicitly incorporate any limitations in concentration, persistence,
and pace.” 758 F.3d at 152. But in this case, the evidence
demonstrated the plaintiff could engage in simple, routine
tasks, low stress tasks despite limits in concentration, persistence, and pace; the hypothetical thus implicitly incorporated those limitations. The court also held that the
ALJ’s decision was not internally inconsistent simply because he concluded that the same impairments he had
found severe at Step two were not ultimately disabling.

Lesterhuis v. Colvin, 805 F.3d 83 (2d Cir. 2015)
The Court of Appeals remanded for consideration of a
retrospective medical opinion from a treating physician
submitted to the Appeals Council, citing Perez v. Chater,
77 F.3d 41, 54 (2d Cir. 1996). The ALJ’s decision was not
supported by substantial evidence in light of the new and
material medical opinion from the treating physician that
the plaintiff would likely miss four days of work per
month. Since the vocational expert had testified a claimant
who would be absent that frequently would be unable to
work, the physician’s opinion, if credited, would suffice to
support a determination of disability. The court also faulted the district court for identifying gaps in the treating physician’s knowledge of the plaintiff’s condition. Citing Burgess v. Astrue, 537 F.3d 117, 128 (2d Cir. 2008), the court
reiterated it may not “affirm an administrative action on
grounds different from those considered by the agency.”

Cichocki v. Astrue, 729 F.3d 172 (2d Cir. 2013)
The Court held the failure to conduct a function-byfunction analysis at Step four of the Sequential Evaluation
is not a per se ground for remand. In affirming the decision of the district court, the Court ruled that despite the
requirement of Social Security Ruling (SSR) 96-8p, it was
joining other circuits in declining to adopt a per se rule that
the functions referred to in the SSR must be addressed
explicitly.
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End Note
How to Stay Motivated?
Seven months into this pandemic, and many of us of
us are still working from home either full-time or part
-time. Even though we may have adapted to new routines, everything is still difficult and more challenging. In addition to COVID-19 and all its repercussions, we are facing political and cultural disruption
unlike most of us have ever experienced.
According to a recent Smarter Living newsletter in
the New York Times, of course you may be feeling
less motivated in both your work and personal lives.
Everything has changed – and acting as though we
can simply adapt and get back to normal routines and
work output may make things worse.
Advice from the experts? “Allow yourself some
grace,” says Dr. Danielle Hairston, an assistant professor at the Howard University College of Medicine
and the director of its psychiatry residency program.
Change your expectations and acknowledge that is
normal not to be as productive and motivated. According to Arianna Huffington, founder and C.E.O. of
Thrive Global, a company that aims to help people
deal with burnout and stress, the added stress of feeling you cannot keep up just compounds the problems
and makes you feel even less motivated. She cites
research demonstrating that stress and anxiety hurt
productivity.
How to de-stress? Lean on a support network of family and friends. And accept monotony and find small
joys in it. Liz Fosslien, co-author and illustrator of
“No Hard Feelings: The Secret Power of Embracing
Emotion at Work,” admits every day may feel like
Groundhog Day. But after letting yourself admit you
sometimes feel uninspired, try to remember what

gave your work joy and meaning pre-pandemic. If
you miss your co-workers, make an extra effort to
check in with them. If you enjoyed dressing up for
work, maybe doing so even a few days a day can help
invigorate yourself. Or maybe, according to Huffington, it can be as simple as taking sixty seconds to focus on “joy triggers”: photos of loved ones, landscapes, music, deep breathing.
Just don’t try to pretend everything is OK! And remember – we are all in this together.

